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The main aims of this review paper are: 1) to give 

an overview of the theoretical methods and physics models 

that are currently being applied in investigating various 

aspects of spallation neutron sources, 2) to illustrate the 

capabilities of present methodology with a few sample 

applications, and 3) to summarize some preliminary results 

of model validation studies that are in progress. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For spallation neutron source applications, we are 

interested in theoretical methods that are capable of 

predicting a variety of different quantities related to 

radiation fields produced by proton beams W3.S - 1 (3eV) and 

their associated effects, both in the vicinity of the target 

station and from beam losses which occur in the accelerator 

(Table 1). It is also desirable that such calculational 

models be sufficiently general to allow investigations of 

potential applications of spallation sources for purposes in 

addition to providing an intense low-energy neutron source 

(e.g., utilization as irradiation facility for radiation 

effects research, high-energy nuclear physics studies, 

research related to transmutation and power generation, 

etc.) To satisfy these needs requires rather general 

calculational methods which can incorporate numerous physics 

modules for treating the various types of interaction 

mechanisms that take place, and which are capable of 

accommodating complex geometries and material config- 

urations. This necessarily leads to large Monte Carlo 

computer codes, which is the type of calculational method 

considered in this paper. 

For spallation source applications, there are 

basically four categories of particle interactions which 

must be taken into account when high-energy proton beams 

bombard thick targetsir 1) atomic processes, 2) high-energy 

( 5 13 MeV) nonelastic nuclear collisions ("spallation"), 3) 

pion and muon decay, and 4) the effects of low-energy (?lS 

MeV) neutron interactions. For the proton beam energy range 

of interest, the secondary particles produced in a single 

spallation collision proceed to undergo subsequent 

collisions, generating a multiplicity of particles inside 
the target material, which is illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 1. This process is generally referred to as a 
"hadronic cascade", since it is the hadrons (in this case: 
neutrons, protons, and charged-pions) which are effective in 

the "radiation transport" through the target material. The 
phenomenology involved has been studied previously in a 
number of different application areas (e.g. /l/j. 
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Thus, we are interested in theoretical methods 
which can predict the details of such hadronic cascades in 
thick targets of various compositions and geometries. There 
are essentially three hadronic transport computer codes that 

have been written which are capab1.e of detailed predictionsr 

the code of Barashenkov, et al. (Dubna, USSR) /2/, the Ranft 
code (Karl -Marx Univ., [3DR) AS/,. and the HETC code 141. In 

all of the current studies related to spallation neutron 
source facilities, HETC (or an earl ier version called NMTC 
/s/ 1 is the code that has been used, and it is this code 

which is discussed here. 

Some basic features of the HETC code are 

summar i z ed in Table 2, The main HETC physics models are 

discussed in the next section; further details can be found 

in 161 and /7/. 

2. MODELS AND COMPUTATION&L METHODS 

2.1 HETC Code: Physics Models 

The methods used in HETC for treating atomic 

interactions are outlined in Table 3, These interactions 

are described using rather standard formulae and proceed- 

ures, and the physics uncertainties are small, SQ they will 

not be discussed in detail here. 

The most difficult step in the prediction of 

hadronic cascades 1 i es in determining the description 

(energy, angle, and multiplicity) of the secondary particles 

resulting from spallation collisions, and thie is the source 

of the 1 argest physi es uncertainties in hadronic cascade 

predictions. In HETC, a theoret i cal model is used* the 

intranuclear-cascade-evaporation (INCE) model, in which the 

spa1 1 at i on collision is considered to proceed in two phases, 

1) a ‘If ast I’ phase, in which the incident particle interacts 

with i ndi vi dual .nucl eons inside the nucleus, producing a 

particle cascade inside the nucleus, and 2) a “slow” phase, 

in which the remaining nuclear excitation energy is 

distributed among all nucl eons and dieeipated by further 
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particle emission. This second phase can be described by 

applying a statistical evaporation model. 

Intranuclear Cascade Model 

The. INC model, as implemented in the form of a 

computer code (MECC-7) by Bertini, et al. /0/ is 

incorporated as a subroutine in the HETC code. The major 

steps of the calculation are summarized in Figure 24 further 

details are given in /8/ and /9/. 

For pion production (production threshold -400 

MeV), the Sterheimer-Lindenbaum isobar model /lO/ is used, 

in which nucleon-nucleon or pion-nucleon collisions inside 

the nucleus are assumed to form an 8'isobar88r or excited 

nucleon system. To determine the energy and direction of 
pions and nucleons emitted by the isobar, empirically 

determined angular distributions are specified. 

The main input data required for applying the INC 

model are free particle-particle cross sections. Twenty-two 

cross sections sets, based on measured data, are input to 

the HETC code (Table 4). With these particle-particle cross 
sections and the INC model, collision products for 
essentially any type of target nucleus can be computed for 
spallation collisions which occur during the hadronic 
cascade. This is an important feature of the HETC calcu- 
lational approach because particle-nucleus data, over the 

wide parameter range needed for spallation neutron source 
applications, is not available experimentally. 

Evaporation Model 

The residual mass number, charge number, and 
residual excitation energy after the INC are used as input 
for an evaporation calculation to determine further particle 

emission. The basic theory is that of Weisskopf /ll/ as 

implemented by Gutherie /12/. The output of this phase of 
the calculation is emitted particle spectra (neutrons, 
protons, deuterons, tritons, 3He, and alpha particles), the 
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type (43 and 2) OS residual nucleus and its recoil energy, 

and the final excitation energy, which is assumed to be 
released by Y-ray emi scion. 

High-Energy Fi ssi on 

. . 

For high energies CQOO MeV) and high-mass target 
nuclei , there is competition between evaporation and fission 
at each step of the nuclear de-encitation process. For 
example, for collisions with uranium, fission occurs about 
80% of the time at the some stage in the de-excitation 
chain. Statistical models can be applied to determine the 
parameters for the fission fragments immediately after 
fission, and the usual evaporation model applied to 
determine post-f i ssi on particle emission from each fragment 
(Fig. 3). Recently, several high-energy fission models have 

been developed for use in the HETC code /13-lb/. 
(Calculations have recently been made at KFFl to compare 
several of these models! this work is discussed in separate 
papers. ) 

HETC Treatment of Pion and Muon Decay 

Neutral pions have a very short half-life (Table 
5) and are assumed to decay at the spallation collision site 

where created. At the beam energies applicable for 
spallation neutron sources ( ? 1 OeV), neutral pion 
product i on i s small, and the decay Y-rays are normally 
neglected. 

For charged pions llin-flight’l (i,e., before coming 
to rest due to ionization energy losses), both decay and 
nut 1 ear co1 1 i si one are taken into account. Posi t i vel y 
charged pions which come to rest are assumed to decay. 
Negati vel y charged pions which stop may be selected to decay 
or undergo nuclear capture, depending on the setting of an 
input option; the appropriate choice depends upon the 
density of the target material. 

Pion decay in-flight is determined by defining a 
“macroscopic decay cross section”, which is analogus to the 



macroscopic cross section used for nuclear collisions (Table 

51. The relative probability of decay versus collsion is 

then selected according to the magnitude of these two cross 

sections. 

If the option is specified that negative charged 

pions become captured when stopped, the capture products are 

computed using the INCE model, with the initial excitation 

corresponding to the rest-mass energy of 140 MeV. For media 

containing more than one (non-hydrogen) element, the 

identity of the capturing nucleus is selected proportional 

to the electron density of the element in the 'mixture. 

2.2 Low-Energy Neutron Transport and Analysis (lO+eV-19 

MeV) 

The INCE model discussed above is not applicable 

to low-energy (215 MeVI nuclear collisions. Charged 

particles produced 21s MeV in spallation collisions have 

short ranges and predominately come to rest before having 

further nuclear co11 isions, so usually only the low-energy 

neutrons produced need to be further transported. The 

inapplicability of <the theoretical INCE model to low-energy 

neutron collisions is not a problem because there are large 

data bases of experimental nuclear cross sections available 

for low-energy neutrons for a wide range of target nuclei as 

result of extensive fission reactor and fusion research, so 

it is not necessary to resort to a theoretical collision 

model as at higher energies. Furthermore, for 1 ow-energy 
neutrons, there have been numerous transport computer codes 
developed and tested. The HETC code provides a complete 
descriptiion (energy, angle, and spatial distributions) of 
the low-energy neutrons produced in spallation collisions, 

which allows HETC to be coupled with any of the available 

low-energy transport codes. 

General Requirements 

A rather detailed treatment of the low-energy 
neutron transport is required (Table 6) since we are, in 
general, interested in accurate predictions of the spatial, 
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time, and spectral dependence. Thus, while there is some 
choice of low-energy transport codes which can be coupled 
with HETC for spallation neutron source applications, some 
consideration must be given to insure that the particular 
code and options used have the features and physics 
treatments for the particular results of interest. 

Low-Energy Transport Codes 

There are two basic types of low-energy neutron 
and gamma-ray transport codes that have been developed 
(Table 7): a) those that numerically solve the Bolttman 

transport equation by quadrature (discrete ordinates codes), 

and b) those that use stochastic methods (Monte Carlo 

codes). For applications where target geometries can be 
adequately simulated in one+'or two di'mensions, the discrete 
ordinates codes usually require less computation time, 
especially in obtaining time-dependent results. The Monte 

Carlo codes are capable of simulating very complex, three 
dimensional target configurations. Both types of codes can 
be interfaced with HETC. 

For the low-energy transport calculations related 

to the Oerman SNQ study, the MORSE code 1171 has been used 
because of its general capabilities and because several 
useful analysis codes are available for use with MORSE. 
Also, MORSE is a "coupled" neutron/gamma-ray transport 
code-i.e., the gamma-rays created during the neutron 
transport from (n,n'Y ) and (n,Y) reactions are also 
transported, which is important for heating estimates. 
Other codes that have been used for 5pallation neutron 
source applications are OSR and TIMOC (at Rutherford and 
Appleton Laboratories for the SNS) 118,191 and VIM (at 
Argonne for the IPNS) . 

Analysis Codes 

Some features of support codes that are available 
for interfacing with the radiation transport codes for 
special analyses and results are listed in Table 8. The 
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SINPEL code /2Q/ is a rather general analysis code that has 

been written at KFCI to provide various results of interest 

from the events which occur during the HETC transport 

calculation. 

Cross Section Codes 

Cross section generation codes are used to: a) 

read the neutron and gamma-ray cross section data at discrete 

energy values from data bases and output them in a 

multigroup format compatible with requirements of the 

low-energy transport codes, and b) generate from the data 

bases specific "response functions" (e.g., kerma factors for 

obtaining energy deposition), which can then be folded with 

the flux spectra computed by the transport codes to obtain 

particular results of interest. Examples of such codes which 

are used at KFCI are given in Table 9. 

Cross Section Libraries 

Evaluated cross-section data bases for neutrons 

and gamma-rays which are maintained at KFA and applicable to 
spallation neutron source applications are indicated in 

Table 10. For the SNQ study /21/, we have used two 

libraries. The EPR library has been used for energy 

deposition calculations since this is a coupled library and 

allows the heating from gamma-rays to be taken into account. 

However, the EPR library contains only one thermal neutron 

group. Therefore, for computing detailed neutron spectra 
from the moderators, we have used the RSYST-S3 library, 
which has a fine group structure at low neutron energies ( 

26 groups below 1 eV) and allows upscattering. 

2.3 Summary of Calculational Proceedure 

The major steps of a general calculational 
proceedure, using the state-of-the-art computer codes 
discussed above, for making theoretical estimates related to 

spallation neutron source applications are summarized in Fig 

4, and this is the basic method that has been usd in the SNQ 

study /21/. 
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The main physics input data required are8 a) 

particle-particle ((n,n),(n,p),(n,p),etc.) cross sections 

and nuclear masses for the high-energy transport, and b) 

low-energy ElS MeV) neutron and gamma-ray cross sections, 

which can be obtained from extensive measurements and data 

bases created from fission and fusion research. 

Two Monte Carlo radiation transport models are 

used, one for the transport of high-energy (713 MeV) hadrons 

and muons and one for low-energy C?lS MeV) neutron and 

gamma-ray transport. The high-energy model treats atomic 

interactions, particle-nucleus collisions, and particle 

decay. A theoretical model is used to obtain the secondary 

particles created in high-energy nuclear collisions, and 

this is the largest source of uncertainty in such 
predictions. While not a necrsssi ty, it is very convenient 

to have common geometry modules as part of both transport 

codes so that the same geometry and material descriptions 

can be used as input. For the version of the HETC code used 

at KFA, a '*combinatorial geometry" module has been 

incorporated, which allows complex three dimensional target 

configurations to be simulated using logical commands to 

"combine" various simple bodies. This is the same type of 

geometry module contained in the standard version of the 

HORSE code. 

The output of the transport calculations is mainly 

a stored data set (on disk or magnetic tape) containing a 
record of all "events" (nuclear collision, material boundary 
crossings, etc.) which occurred during each particle 
"history" of the Monte Carlo transport computation. 

Separate "analysis" codes are then used to read these data 

and compute various problem-dependent results of interest. 

While these codes are usually simple conceptually, and in a 

sense perfor'm only "numerical bookkeeping" tasks, they can, 

in practice, be rather large and represent a oubetantial 

part of the overall programming time required. 

While the method outlined in Fig. 4 is rather time 

consuming to carry out, both in terms of programming effort 
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and computer time, it has general capabilities for target 

and beam parameter simulation, and it can provide 

essentially all of the physics output quantities of interest 

for spallation neutron source studies. 

3. EXAMPLES OF MODEL APPLICATIONSa SNQ STUDY 

The calculational method described above has been 

applied recently as part of a German study (designated SNQ, 

for "Spa11 ati ons Neutronen Quelle") to investigate the 

feasibility of spallation neutron sources for obtaining 

intense thermal neutron beams for solid state physics 

research. EI report describing these calculations for the 

SNQ target station has recently been written 1211, and some 

initial results were presented previously at the ICANS-IV 

Meeting /22/. Here, we present only a few of these results 

as example applications of the models. 

3.1 Target Configuration and Beam Parameters 

The target configuration was simulated in the 

calculations as shown in Fig 5. fill of the components 

indicated were modeled in three-dimensions, with all major 

material regions accounted for. The beam parameters assumed 

and the type of results computed are given in Table 11. 

3.2 Example Results 

Table 12 gives the calculated thermal flux values 

from the water moderator at several ..’ locationsa Ths 

cal'culated flux value at the end of the 6 meter long beam 
tube has also been converted to an "equivalent isotropic 
flux", which is a commonly used basis for comparison in 
relating the neutrons measured at the end of a beam tube to 

the magnitude of the thermal neutron source. As indicated, 
the calculations predict fluxes slightly higher than the 
goal set for the SNQ reference design. The time -averaged 

thermal neutron flux in the D20 tank (at a distance of 

tiO-20 cm from the tank bottom (corresponding to the spatial 

maximum) is computed to be 7.0 x 10% cm'2s4 for !!ImA average 
beam current. 
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While the SNQ reference design contains lead as 

the spallation material, a few calculations have been made 

for uranium also. Table 13 compares the target heating for 

lead and uranium for both the average energy deposition rate 

(i.e., time-averaged over the beam pulse structure) and the 

peak deposition rate (during a single pulse), For lead the 
average heating rate (inside the volume of the target 
O@wheel") is about one-half of the incident beam power of 5.3 

megawatts, with U-238 a factor ~4 higher, and natural 

uranium a factor of a6 higher. The ratio of peak heating 

rate8 for uranium compared to lead are less than the ratios 

for the average heating ratos. This is because of the 

different spatial distributions for the heating due to the 

different relative contributions of high-energy particles 

and low-energy neutrons. 

The mass distributions for Pb and U-238 as target 
materials are shown in Fig. 6. These results correspond to 

the number of residual nuclei produced, over the total 

target material region, having a given mass number, and 

include both stable and radioactive nuclider. These results 

were computed using the HETC code for the high-energy 

spallation and fission products (incorporating the model of 

Atchison /13/ to obtain mass distributions of fission 

fragments from U-238 high-energy fissioning) and the MORSE 

and ORIGEN /23/ codes to obtain the mass distributions for 

low-energy (715 MeV) fissioning. Mao shown in Fig. 6 is 

the small amount of spallation products from the onygen of 

the coolant water and the aluminum cladding contained,in the 

target material region. The main point from Fig. 6 is that 

the induced radioactivity from a uraniun target is 

inherently larger (roughly a factor of 10) than for a lead 

target because of both high-energy and low-energy 

fissioning, and the production of particular radioactive 

species can be very different due to the different product 

mass distributions. 
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4. MODEL VALIDATIONS 

Table 14 lists experiments that have been carried 

out for spallation neutron source investigations, and a 

brief indication of the quantities measured, target 

materials considered, and proton beam energies used 

/19;2!3-3O/. For all of the experiments, comparisons have 

been made with HETC (or NMTC) code calculations! a summary 

of most of these comparisons is given in /21/. Cls part of 
the SNQ feasibility study, a series of experiments (Table 

15) has been carried out to provide data for arriving at a 

reference design and to provide more extensive data for 

model validation. The data analyses and theoretical 

predictions for comparisons are not yet completed, but some 

preliminary comparisons have been made /21/, and a few of 

the results are summarized here. 

Bauer, et al. /24/ have made measurements of the 

thermal neutrons at the end of a beam tube for 600-MeV 
proton bombardment using a geometry and material 

configuration (Table 16) which is close to the reference 

design model (shown previously in Fig. 5) assumed for the 

SNQ calculations discussed above in Section 3. For 

comparison with the calculations, we assume that the 

experiment for a 600-MeV beam energy when normalized to 10 

mA beam current is approximately equivalent to the 

calculated beam parameters of 1100 MeV and 5 mCI. (Theory and 

measurements show that, in this energy range, neutron 
production is proportional to beam energy.1 A comparison of 
the measured and calculated thermal neutron fluxes (in terms 
of equivalent isotropic flux) for both Hz0 and D20 , 

moderators is shown in Table 16. (The calculated values are 
the same as given previously in Table 12.) The agreement for 
this single comparison (within about 10%) is perhaps better 

than generally expected from present state-of-the-art 
theoretical methods. Nevertheless, this comparison provides 

some confidence in the calculations made for the SNQ 
reference design configuration model for one of the 
important quantities (thermal neutron output) related to 
assessing physics feasibility. 
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As part of the SNQ study, Cierjacks and co-workers 

of KfK have measured the neutron spectra escaping at various 

angles from thick, bare targets bombarded by high-energy 

proton beams /31/. For one case (measured spectrum at 90 

degrees from a bare, cylindrical lead target 10 cm diameter 

and 60 cm long, 590~MeV proton beam), we have made HETC and 

NORSE calculations for comparison (Fig. 7). The theoretical 

predictions substantially underpredict the neutron spectrum 

at high energies (e.g., factor of about S at 100 MeV). 

(Initial comparisons with measurements of Cierjacks et al. 

for thin targets show a similar trend at high energies 1321) 

The thermal neutron fluxes in the moderators are not 

essentially affected by this high-energy region of the 

spectrum. However, high-energy neutrons are important for 

shielding eaetimates and in predicting the heating of 

components near the target wheel (e.g., cold-source 

heating). Additional calculations and comparisons are 

planned to try to resolve what is presently an apparently 

large discrepancy between theory and experiment. 

Other code validation comparisons being made in 

the SNQ study are discussed in 1211, and a summary of the 

present status is given in Table 17. Also, preliminary 

results related to the evaluation of high-energy fission 

models for use in the HEX code are reported in /33/ and 

1341. 

5. PRESENT STCITUS OF THEORETICAL MODELS FOR SPfiLLATION 

NEUTRON SOURCE APPLICATIONS 

To put the present status of theoretical methods 

in perspective, Fig. 8 indicates the major theoretical and 

experimental events which have taken place, The computer 

codes being used today were developed some years ago* 

primarily for studying accelerator shielding and the 

shielding of manned spacecraft from cosmic radiation. 

However, the codes were sufficiently general to be 

applicable to neutron spallation source problems, and are 
being used for these purposes today in their original form. 
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Experimentally, some measurements of neutron 

spectra were made in the design of the WNR facility at LOS 

Alamos, but the main experimental data for guidance in 

spallation source design until recently were the Cosmotron 

target yield data of Fraser et al. /25/, which were taken 

over 1S years ago. On this time scale, only rather recently 

have data become available from various spallation source 

projects to allow any extensive evaluations of the 

theoretical models. 

TO date, several theoretical/experimental 

comparisons have been made and definitive quantitative 

evaluations and weaknesses% of the theory are emerging, but 

no modifications of the models have yet been made. 

Hopefully, this research will continue to better 

define the theoretical uncertainties and to identify 

particular features of the present models which can be 
updated and improved. This should then allow accurate 

theoretical models to be applied for assessing, and 
optimizing, spallation neutron source performance, and to be 

used as reliable computational tools to aid in the 

engineering design and safety analyses of such facilities. 
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Table 1. Requirements of Calculational Methods 

- Predictions of Interest8 

l Target Station 
neutron spectra 

heating 

activation 

shielding requirements 

material damage, etc. 

*Accelerator 

radiation fields 

component activation 

*Other 

assessments for additional potential 

applications (nuclear physics research, 

radiation effects, transmutation, etc.) 

- Requires; 

general calulatfonal methods 

(in terms output, materials, geometry, 

beam parameters) 

- Which lead% tor 

large Monte Carlo computer codes 
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Table 2. Overview of HETC Code 

Name: HETC {t)igh-gnergy Radiation 
Iransport Eode) 

Particles Tranmportedj Neutrons, (515 Mev), Protons, 
7r',j4' 

Mechanisms Included: Ionization and Ewcitation 

Multiple Coulomb Scattering 

Range Straggling 

Pion and Muon Decay 

Nuclear Interactions 

High-Energy Fission 

Calculational Method: Monte Carlo 

Nuclear Collision Models Intranuclear-Cascade-Evaporation 

Oeometryr Three Dimensional 

Materials Allowedr Essentially Arbitrary 
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Table 3. Treatment of Atomic Interactions in HETC Code 

- Ionization 

Bathe-Bloch Formula 

- Ranges 

Numerical integration of stopping powers 

- Range Straggling 

13aumsian stopping distribution 

- Coulomb Scattering 

Fermi joint distribution for angular 
and lateral spread 

Rutherford single-scattering formula 
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Table 4. Cross Section Input Required for INC Model 

Reactions 

n-p 
-lr+ -p 

*-P 

P-P 

P-P 

P-P 

n-P 

n-P 

Ir”P 

9-p 

R--P 

7r” -n 

F-p 

x0 -n 

IT--p 

n--p 

P-P 

n-p 

?l+-p 

T--P 

T--P 

?TO-p 

differential 

absorption 

absorption 

differential 

single pion production 

double pion production 

single pion production 

double pion production 

single pion production 

single pion production 

single pion production 

single pion production 

elastic 

elastic 

charge enchange 

elaratic 

el aliit 1 c 

elastic 

differential 

differential 

differential charge exchange 

differential 

Enemy Ranqe 

n and p reactions8 O-3500 MeV 

pion reactions : O-2500 MeV 
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Table 5. Pion, Muon Decay 

l.Decay Properties: 

mean 
lifetime 

particle TYo(sec) c To(m) decay mode 

7.8 7r+ql++ v 
7.0 

-lo;8 
-660. 

n+ 
nn” 
Pf 

2. HETC Treatment 

2.6 x 10-6 
2.6 x 10-e 
0.8 x 10-16 
2.2 x 1o-6 

*8in-flight" 
collisions decay 

n+ J J 

Jr J / 

fl* - J 

7T” ("immediate decay") 

"at rest" 
collisions decay 

/ 
___---.__a__-.. 

fJ or 4: :, _- a__ s -_a_ __.a.’ 

J 

3. "Decay Cross Section" 

l r=yy, y= [ l-(V/C,2ya 

4 decay 
= VT= VYT~ = decay m.f.p 

* c, ( E ) = ’ /hdCCay = ;;“6=,“=~‘,:‘,,f”‘“’ 

4. n- Capture at Rest 

*Enter INCE Routines with: 

l E kin - 1 HeV 

.E* = 140 HeV = Et (7Trest energy) 

*Capture Nucleuro 
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Table 6. general Requirements of Low-Energy 
Radiation Transport Code for 
Spallation Neutron Sources 

and gamma-rays created 
(coupled neutron-gamma 

- 

Transport of neutron8 
in neutron collision8 
transport) 

Anisotropic scattering 

Time dependence 

Source and ei genval ue ( f i sei on source@ 

or combined) problems 

Solution in either the forward or 
adjoint mode 

Use of multfgroup crabs sections sets 
or point cross sections 

- Upscattering at thermal energies 

- Geometry modules same am in high energy 
transport and analysis 
(in general: three-dimensional) 
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Table 7. Codes Available for Low-Energy 
Neutron and Gamma-ray Transport 

- Discrete Ordinates Codes 

(solution of Bolttmann Equation by quadrature) 

.ANISN : 1-D geomerties 

.DOT : 2-D geometries 

.TDCI : time-dependent ANISN 

.TIMEX : similar to TDCS 

- Monte Carlo Codes 

(solution of Bolttmann Equation by stochastic methods) 

.MCNP (LASL) 

l MORSE-CG (ORNL) 

l 05R (ORNL) I earlier version of MORSE 

. TIMOC (BNL) 

*VIM (ANL) 
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Table 8. Support Codes for halysis 

- SIMPEL-KFA (HETC) 

*3-D Geometry, Combinatorial 

*All particle fluxes, currents and spectra 

*Energy deposition 

*Residual nuclei distribution 

aSpecial options for detailed spatial 
analysis- without new HETC runs 

- MAOIC (HETC, MORSE) 

*Residual nuclei production 

aSpatial distribution of gamma sources 

*Prompt doses 

*Time-dependent gamma doses 

- RECOIL (MORSE) 

*Radiation damage parameters as dpa 
rates and production rates (H,He) 

- DOMINO (MORSE, DOT) 

l Interface between DOT-IV and MORSE 
for boundary source tapes 

- ORIOEN (HETC, SIMPEL) 

l Depletion code for build-up and decay 
of HETC nuclide production rates 
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Table 9. Cross Section Generation Codes 

- AMPX (ORNL) 

Modular system for n/Y-libraries 

from data in ENDF format 

- RSYST (KFA) 

Modular system for n-libraries 

with a special 126-group thermal library 

(3.0 eV - 10s5 eV) 

- MACK-IV (ORNL) 

Calculation of nuclear response functions 

from nuclear data in ENDF format 

(e.g., kerma factors, displacements 

(n,2n), (n,3n), (n,Y), (n,p), (n,f), etc.) 
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Table 10. Evaluated Cross Section Libraries 

- EPR-Lib (ORNL) 

l Coupled lOO-group neutron, 21-group 
gamma-ray erosa eections (ENDF/B-IV) 
(14.9 MeV - lO+eV) 

- THERM-126 (KFA) 

l 1260group neutron libr&y (3.0 eV - lO*eV), 
with all important moderator materials 

- RSYST-53 (KFA) 

l 53.group neutron library (14.9 MeV- 1d'eV) 
with 26 neutron groups below 1 eV 

- HELLO (ORNL) 

l coupled 47 neutron, 21 gamma-ray group 
cross section (60 MeV- - 10-4eV) 

- VITAMIN-C (ORNL) 

l Coupled 171 neutron, 
cro8s sections (17.5 

- MACKLIB-IV (ORNL) 

36 gamma-ray group 
MeV - lO+eV) 

0171 neutron, 36 gamma-ray group nuclear 
response function library (ENDF/B-IV) 
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Table 11. Theoretical Predictions for 
SNQ Reference Design Target 

- Beam Parmeters Assumed: 

l Eo = 1100 MeV 

l T - 5 mA (3.1 x 1016protone/sec) 

l 2 - 100 mA (6.2 x 1017protons/sec) 

*Pulse Width = 0.5 milliseconds 

*Repetition Rate - 100 pulses/see 

*Beam Profile: FWHM - 4.0 cm 

- Target Model Assumed: 

*Target Composition 

Pb I "spallation material" 

Al : cladding 

H,O I coolant 

*"Hybrid" Configuration 

DpO: "91 ow" moderator 

H,O : "fast"moderator 

l 3-D Simulated Mockup 

- Calculated Results8 

l Neutron output + Y-output 

l Heating and cooling requirements 

l Induced radioactivity 

*Radiation environments for initial estimates of: 

Materials damage 

Shielding 
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Table 12. Calculated Thermal Neutron Fluxes from Fast Moderator 

TARGET WHEEL PROTON REAM 

Thermal Neutron Flux 

#'th (a) Fth (b) dth (c) 

PosFtion (n/cm2-p) (n/cm2-s) 2 (n/cm 0s) 

A 2.0 x 10 -2 6.2 x 1014 1.2 x 1016 

B 3.1 x loo3 9.7 x 1o13 1.9 x 10IS 

C 2.2 x loo7 6.9 x lo9 1.4 x 1011 

"EIF" (d) 7.9 x 1o14 1.6.x lo= 
------------------------------------------------------------. 

"EIF" 

DesignGoal 6.0 x 1014 1.2 x 1o16 

(a) Neutron fluence per beam proton 

(b) Average neutron flux for ? = !3 milliamperes 

(c) Peak neutron flun for f = 100 milliamperes 

(d) "EfF" s l~Equlvalent Isotropic Flux" 
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Table 13. Comparison of Heating for Lead versus Uranium as 
Target Material, SNQ Reference Design geometry, 
llOO-MeV Protons 

Pb U-238 Natural u 

1. Total Deposition in Target (MeV) 

- HET (a) 542 94s 945 

- MORSH (b) 29 1140 2540 
-- 

- Total 571 2085 3485 

2. Total Deposition/1100 HeV 0.52 1.90 3.17 

3. Total Deposition Relative to Pb 1.0 3.7 6.1 

A . . Peak Deposition (WeV/cm3-proton) 

- HET (a) 1.20 2.45 2.45 

- MORSE (b) 0 0.55 0.76 
-- 

- Total 1.20 3.00 3.21 

5. Peak Deposition (kW/cm31, 

for I = 100 mA 120 300 321 

6. Peak Deposition Relative to Pb 1.0 2.5 2.7 

(a) From the effects of high-energy particle transport 
(all charged particles and neutrons > 1S MeV) 

(b) From the effects of low-energy (115 MeV) neutron 
and gamma-ray transport 
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Table 14. Experimental/Theoretical Studies Related 
to Spa1 1 at i on Neutron Sources 

1. Cosmotron Experiments (CRNL/ORNL -1965) 

- target yields / U, Pb, Sn, De / 540, 960, 1470 MeV 

2. LASL (WNR domign l xp.) (Fullwood, et al., ~1971) 
- neutron spectra / bare U / 800 MeV 

3. NXMROD MUSTA experiments) (RL, late 70’s) 
- neutron spectra / U + moderator + reflector / 

4. PIrgonne (-1980) 

- neutron spectra / U + PE, H / 300, SO0 MeV 

- neutron spectra / Ta, llj Pb reflector / SO0 MeV 

- energy deposition / U, W / 300,500 MeV 

S. FERFICON Experiments (on going) 

- target yieldm U, Th, Pb, etc. 

- i sotope producti on 

E - 480 (CRNL/TRIUMF) 

E - 800 (LASL) 

6. LASL (on going) 

-E 9 800 MeV 
- different neutron spectra / thin targets: U, Pb, 

In, Cu, cl1 
- neutron spectra / moderator-reflector assemblies 

7. SNQ (in progrome) 
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Table 15. Experiments for Code Validation 
Related to SNQ Study 

- Thin and Thick Targets 

- Bare and with Moderators 

- Target Materials2 Mainly Pb and U 

- E, I 600 and 1100 MeV 

- Types of Measurements 

l target yields (n/p) 

l particle spectra from targets 

l neutron spatial distribution in moderators 

l time dependence of thermal flux 

l isotope production 
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Table 16. Theoretical / Experimental Comparisons 

1. Experimental Configuration : 

( Measurements of Bauer, et al. /24/ ) 

E, - 600 M&J 

ti = 10 mA) 

2. Theoretical Conf igurationr 

"Reference Design" 

E, = 1100 MeV, T - !5 mA 

3. Results 

; PE-Moderator 1 

Moderator Average Thermal Flux (n cm 
-Zs-l) Ratio . 

Theory Experiment (Theo./Exp.) 

*2O 7.0 x 1o14 7.3 x 1014 0.96 

=2O 7.9 x 1o14 7.1 x lo14 1.11 
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&de 1 
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f- wwht,~ -f 
Low-Energy Pa&es 

Figure 1. Interaction mechanisms produced by high-energy 
proton bombardment of thick targets. 
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1. Entry into nucleus; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

3. 

6. 

7. 

Figure 2. Basic Features of Intranuclear Cascade 
Model Used to Treat Spallation Collisions 

-select uniformly over 
projected area 

Nucleon Density Inside Nucleusr 

030Region Approximation. 

l [n/p] = [(A-Z) /z] 
each who1 e 
region nucleus 

Nucleon Momenta3 

l Aseume Fermi di rtribution, 

f(p) - cp2 

l Normalization, 

"f (p) dp- in each region 

Nucleon Potential Energies: 

.-V-Ef +BE 

BE - 7 MsV 

Cross Section Needed8 

l nucleon-nucleon 
0 pion-nucleon 

Exclusion Principler 

-reject outcome if state filled 

Outcome of INCr 

l E,aof emitted particles: n,p,~+,~o,~- 
*residual E* 
l residual A, Z of nucleus 

Ikprojected circular area 
of spherfcal nucleus 

CONTlNUOUS 
llISTRlBUTMN 

P 0 

0 0’ 
0, 

HH 

NilaEoN MowENTuM p 

F L 08 
-- ---I FJ- m-4 

0123456 
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, 

Figure 3. High-Energy Fission Model 

Consider as 4-step process: 

xO- ==z 
: 
: 

“0 : : . 
o- . : CL . 
: : A : s . : 

. . . . 

6’ . . 
P . . . 

1. Intranuclear 
Cascade 

I 2. Pre-f ission 
evaporation 

I 3. Fission 

1 4. Post-fission 
evaporation 

Must determine! 

a. Fission probability at each step of 
de-excitationt 

Pt(E*,A,Z) * P&A,Z) E (r,,+ + .1)-l 

b. Parameters for fission products at fissions 

Ef , E; t excitation energies 

El c E2 3 kinetic energies 

21 ¶ 22 3 charge number% 

A, c 432 * mass numbers 



INPUT 

I 

I 

Data for I-N-C. e.g.: I 
particle-particle 
cross sections 

Data for Evaporation. 
e.g.: nuclear masses 

Source Description 

Geotirrgy, Naterial 
Description 

MODELS 

High-Energy Transport: 

UETC Code 

l ionization 

0 Cou\onb scattering 

____________________-- 

0 elastic scattering 

l intrdnuclear cascade 

0 evaporation 

l high-energy ftsslon 

-_-_______________-_-~ 

pion, won decay 

ANALYSIS 

Analysis Codes. 

for exdlrple: 

SWIPE1 

NHTA 

ORIGEN 

ETC. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1 
I 

1 
I 

I 
I 

OUTPUT 

Output of Interest, 

for example: 

0 neutron spectra: 

o,&E.%t) 

l charged particle 

spectrcl: 

*,W,ii) 

a energy deposition: 

c(r) 

l Isotope production: 

N(r.A.2) 

etc. 

I 

IQ 

E; 
I 

Figure 4. Qeneral Calculational Proceedure for Spallation Neutron Sources 



Proton 

Ploton 

-Target Wheel Structure 
(Al + t&O) 

-\ 

Ii*0 Moderator 
\, Bearing Region 

Figure S. Three-dimensional computer model of SNQ 

target used for calculaiono. 
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RESIDUAL NUCLEI PROUUCTION r( u-238,spa!latiu!l 

U-238 Low Energy FMon 
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Figure 6. Mass distributions of isotopes produced for 

Pb and for U-238 as target materials, SNQ 

reference design target geometry,llOO-MeV 

proton beam. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of calculated /21/ and 
measured /31/ neutron leakage 
spectrum at 90’ (summed over 
O-35 cm target length). 
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l accass performance 
4mprove performance 
stools for flnal design 
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Figure 8. Presient Statue of Validation of Theoretical Models 

for Spallation Neutron Source Applications. 


